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exhibited in Mr Grant's book, which, however, we must not dwell upon 
here. 
Mr Grant distinguishes three Styles of pronunciation or delivery. 
We cannot but express some doubts as to the wisdom of including the 
first, or oratorical one. It seems to be nothing more than an affected, 
not to say objectionable, form of speech, chiefly characterised by an 
artificial enunciation of the unstressed vowels according to the spelling. 
We do not think its use should be encouraged-least of all by a 
philologist with an historical training-and doubt very much whether 
the best speakers ever do use it at all. Advocates of this soi-disant 
more dignified pronunciation would do well to ponder the words of 
Hugh Blair, who, writing more than a hundred and thirty years ago, 
advises intending public speakers to bear in mind this 'capital 
direction,' viz., 'to copy the proper tones for expressing every sentiment 
from those which Nature dictates to us, in conversation with others i to 
speak always with her voice; and not to form to ourselves a fantastic 
public manner, from an absurd fancy of its being more beautiful than 
a natural one.' 
Mr Grant adds a large number of texts in phonetic transcription, 
which are worked out and printed with surprising exactitude, creditable 
both to the aulthor and the Press. There are but few renderings of 
real dialect speech. Many poets are represented, from Shakespeare to 
Calverley, but the foreign student interested in things Scottish will 
search in vain for a passage from Burns. Why is that so ? Is it 
because no one knows how the national bard ought to be read, or 
because every Scotchman has his own peculiar views on the subject ? 
We wish Mr Grant would next apply his eminent skill and knowledge to 
compiling a separate book containing transcriptions of Burns' work, in 
various styles and dialects, as pronounced by the town-dwellers and 
humble country-folk in different parts of the country. By these means 




Litterature espagnole. Par JAMES FITZMAURICE-KELLY. 2e Edition, 
refondue et augmentee. Paris, Armand Colin. 1913. pp. xv + 
494, and Bibliographie, pp. 78. 
Iistoria de la Literatura EspaAola. Por JAIME FITZMAURICE-KELLY, 
Individuo de la Academia Britinica; C. de las RR. Academias 
Espatnola y de la Historia. Madrid, Libreria General de Victoriano 
Suarez. 1913. pp. xi + 579. 
Professor Fitzmaurice-Kelly's Litterature espagnole (translated by 
Henry D. Davray) first appeared in 1904. It was undoubtedly the 
best manual of Spanish literature that had appeared in any language 
down to that date. Since then investigations in this field have not 
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been at a standstill, and, the edition being exhausted, the author, 
instead of revising it and bringing it to date by means of notes or 
corrections, decided to rewrite the book, and the result is an entirely 
new work, in which, at most, a few phrases of the old edition have 
been retained. The author, moreover, resolved to be his own translator, 
and his work shows a mastery of French style rarely acquired by a 
foreigner. 
At the same time that this French edition was issued, a Spanish 
version appeared at Madrid, and as no translator's name is mentioned on 
the title-page, it is to be presumed that this Spanish version is also the 
work of Professor Fitzmaurice-Kelly, a toar de force that is certainly 
very remarkable. 
That the author has succeeded in greatly improving the first edition. 
excellent as that was, a careful comparison of the two works will at 
once show, and while the same division into periods is retained, the 
treatment is quite independent. Chapter I (Introduction) is entirely 
new. In the old edition it occupies forty pages, in the new only ten. 
Personally, I wish the author had retained some of the fine pages in the 
first edition, but something had to go by the board to make room 
for other matter, and it is interesting to see what the author chose 
to discard. On the whole, the new chapter, from the view-point of our 
present knowledge is no doubt an improvement upon the old. 
Most of the additions seem to be made in Chapter IV (L'Epoque 
didactique, 1295-1406), from sixteen pages to thirty-two, and Chapter 
V (L'Epoque de Jean II, 1406-1454) from eighteen pages to thirty- 
four. Here the additional space at his disposition has enabled Prof. 
Fitzmaurice-Kelly to go into much greater detail-the Archpriest of 
Hita, Don Juan Manuel, the Poema de Alfoinso Onceno and Pero Lopez 
de Ayala are treated at length-and the Cantar de Rodrigo is discussed 
in connection with the Poema de Alfonso Onceno, instead of in the 
tpoque anonyme, as in the first edition. On the whole this chapter is 
a vast improvement over the older form. The same may be said of 
the tpoque de Jean II. Since Prof. Fitzmaurice-Kelly's book was 
published, or rather while it was in the press, Prof. Crawford has shown 
that the first, third, fourth and fifth chapters of the Vision delectable of 
Alfonso de la Torre are taken from the Etymologiae of Isidore of Seville 
and the Anticlaudianus, while the second Chapter finds its source in 
a part of Al Ghazzali's treatise on Logic contained in his Makdsid 
al-Faldsifa ('The Tendencies of the Philosophers,' Romanic Review, 
Vol. iv, p. 58). Chapter VI (L'Epoque d'Henri IV et des Rois 
Catholiques, 1454-1516) contains a discussion of the Romances. Here 
again the treatment is in much greater detail-six additional pages 
being devoted to them. There is no more fascinating subject in 
Spanish literature than these romances-these haunting ballads which 
we have been told are so ancient-some of them dating back, it is 
alleged, to the twelfth century, and we should like to believe it, but, 
alas ! their antiquity has been gradually diminishing. The Cantares de 
gesta, in which they are said to have had their origin, and which were at 
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first destined for the aristocracy, passed, at the period of their decadence 
from the castle to the public square; from fragments of these cantares, 
as they were recited by the jongleurs, the people are assumed to have 
created these romances spontaneously. This change is said to have 
taken place at the beginning of the fourteenth century, and the oldest 
romances are, therefore, merely fragments, more or less modified, of the 
latest cantares de gesta. This is the theory of Men6ndez Pidal, and it is 
certainly attractive. It has recently been minutely examined, with his 
accustomed acumen, by Foulche-Delbosc (Essai sur les origines du 
Romancero, Prelude. Paris, 1912), and it must be admitted that 
the beautiful structure reared by the distinguished Spanish critic 
is tottering. Discussing the romances fronterizos, which are said to 
have their origin in contemporary events, Foulche-Delbosc shows that 
three romances, classed among the earliest by Menendez Pidal are 
founded upon wholly imaginary events-a fact, indeed, that had been 
admitted long ago by Menendez y Pelayo for the ballads concerning 
Don Rodrigo Giron, the Master of Calatrava. It is undoubtedly true, 
as M. Foulche-Delbosc says, that in the present state of our knowledge, 
it is premature to establish a chronological classification of the romances. 
But it is impossible, in the space at my command, to review every 
chapter of this excellent work in detail, and while it is hard to dis- 
criminate where the work is all of such a uniformly high order, still, 
perhaps one of the best chapters in the volume is the one dedicated 
to the Epoch of Lope de Vega (1598-1621); this preference is 
due more to the fact that it contains most of the greatest names in 
Spanish literature, than to any other reason. Mr Fitzmaurice-Kelly 
(p. 297) seems to have some doubt as to the identity of the Felices 
de Vega who died in 1578; it is, however, almost as certain as anything 
can be without positive proof, that the bordador who died in that 
year was Lope's father. 
It may be added that the nineteenth century receives in this edition 
a much enlarged treatment, the work being brought down to the 
present day in the last chapter' La litterature depuis 1868.' Lastly, 
the bibliography is easily the best and most complete that has yet been 
published: here the reader will find recorded every book and every 
article of any importance that has appeared down to the year 1913. 
Taking it all in all, Prof. Fitzmaurice-Kelly's Littdrature espagnole is 
a work of the first order, and is indispensable to every student of 
Spanish literature. 
H. A. RENNERT. 
PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. 
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